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The purpose of this research -was to study • by means of x-ray 
and metallographic analysis, a material reported to be zirconium 
eyanoni tri de • 
1 
._.. The x-ray analysis had a three fold purpose, the determination of 
the symmetry of the constituents. the nwnber of phases present. and 
the crystal structure type. Metallography was used to confirm some of 
the results obtained by x-ray analysis establishing certain definite 
phase relationships present in the nicrostructure. 
The sample investir,ated contained three principal elemen~s 
namely zi rconi1m, ni t.ro r;en. and carbon. On the basis of cons ti tu~ion 
this work is a contribution toward the development of the three 
component equilibrum diagram Zr - N - c. The study of crystal 
structure and microconstituents of a system or portion of a system is 
of both fundamental and industrial importance. because past experience 
has shown that the results of such studies have contrir11.rt.ed much in 
·the way of predicating the fundamental alloying nature of a system as 
well as general properties and optimur.'l. conditions necessary for heat 
treatment when some particular property is desired. For a study of 
high temperature properties. knowledge of constitution of a system 
is indispe:nsihle not only in metal systems, bu·t; also in the study of 
refractory materials. 
This study has stimulated the interest of the author in the funda-
mentals of scientific investigation which is the basis of the solution 
of xoost I113tallurgioa.l problems. The extreme importance of x-ray 
analysis together with the limitation in the study of both crystal 
structure and phase deterw~nation has been demonstrated as well as 
the necessity for modified polishinr.; a.nd etching procedures to 
reveal the representative microconstituents of the sample under 




A careful study of the literature has revealed that there is 
no data available on the three component system z :1.roonium - nitrogen 
car"rJon. which might be applicable to the study of th.e zircoi'lium 
c~~nonitride s~~ple composed principally of zirconium• nitrogen and 
carbon. However~ much work has been done on portions of the system 
by means of electrical conductivity measurements and x-ray analysis. 
This literature review will be principally concerned lvith these 
results. 
Some notable work on the systematiza:tion o£ structures sor1etimes 
referred to as "intes ·l~i-tial compounds" was done by Gunnar Ha.gg in 
1930 and 1931. 
This classification was based on the comparison of relative 
radius of the transition metal and metalloid atoms by means of the 
simple ration Rx/Rm where RK is the radius of -the metalloid atom 
and Rlll' the radius of the 'bransi 'bion metal. As a result two pre-
dictions were found to be valid within a wide range. 
1. If the radius ra-Gio is less than 0.59~ the metal atoms are 
;;1osi:; likel;f to be located on a f'ace cantered cubic. hexar;onal close 
packed. or bod:l centered lat·bice. In the cubic lattice the netal 
a toms usually assume the fe.ce centered cubic po si ti.ons with the 
metalloids at the interstitial positions in a s-tructure of the sodium 
chloride or zinc blende type. This ·sodium chloride type of' e.rranEe-
ment is prevalent among nitrides and carbides among which zirconium 
nitride and zirconium carbide are included. Their general properties 
indicate that they are metallic• have high melting points and have 
and have extremely high hardness. 
2. Vfith a ra:t;io greater t}lan 0.59 t..-.,_e result is nearly always 
a complex crystal s true ture • (1~) 
4 
(l3) Haggs, G •• z. physik Chern., Vol. B 11, P• 433, 1930, Vol. B 12 
P• 33• 1931. 
From 1893 up to about 1924 .many ·-inve,stiga-tiona reported zirconium 
nitride as zr3Na• Zr2N3 • zr3N8 and ziroonium carbide as ZrC2 contain-
ing 20.83~ carbon. (15) 
(~5) Hansen, M., Dar .Au.fban dar Zweistofflegiertmgen, Julius Springer 
Publisher, Berlin, P• 393, 918• 919, 1936. 
However, in 1925 Becker and Ebert did an extended x-ray analysis 
or many binary carbides and nitrides. They employed the Debye-
Scherrer 1-.{ethod usinr; copper radiation and their x-ray calculations 
were performed by quadratic form of Bragg's equation 
4 Sin ~/2 • K ( h 2+ k2...-12) 
where ff /2 = glancing anr;le 
hkl = indices of reflection 
K ::.:: constant in the quadratic formula 
A portion of their results is given in tables I and II. 
The crys·tal structure of zirconiun nitride and zirconium carbide 
was also studied by these inves-t;ie;ators using the Debye-scherrer 
formula for their intensity calculation., namely -
J = .~.in2 • •· 1 • z 
5 
where An • amplitude and Z = the multiplicity ractor. Calculations 
using the. first five lines were considered as sufficient for establish-
in.g the structure, na:rnely lines (111), (200), (311) • (222), (400) - as 
shown in table I. They calcu1a ted intensities on the basis of two 
meth.ods. First considering the a·to:ms situated on the lattice sites as 
being ionic and second as neutral a toms as sho·wn in table III • 
They concluded, therefore, that the s-trucillre of zirconium 
nitride and zirconium carbide is of tb.e sodium chloride type with 
the following coordinate points on the lattices 
4 M: (000). <tZ~). <-k=-oi-), (o-~~) 
4 xs (~~-fa-), (o~J3), <*), (~{)O) 
m1ere M corresponds to the XZY positions of the zirconium atoms and 
X to the XZY positions of the carbon or nitrogen atoms, thus having 
four molecules or eight atoms per unit cell. (4) 
{4) Becker, K., and Ebert, F., Die Kristallstructure eJ.nl.ger binarer 
carbide and nitride, Zeitschrift fuer Physik• Vol. 31, P• 270-
271, 1925. 
Many investigators, Frost, l'Jbisoan, and Wedekind have reported 
zirconium carbide as ZrC after reduction of zirconium oxide by carbon. 
The carbide v.ras also prepared by Van Arkel and deBoer by passing 
zirooni1J.rn. telra.chloride, hydrogen and carbon monofide O"'?'er a hot 
tungsten film. This prevent.ed the presence of excess carbon. From 
further analysis by x-ray they reportad also a formula ZrC and that 
the ZrC possessed a sodium chloride type of structure. (22) 
6 
TABLE I 
BECKER'S .AliD EP.EHT 'S X-P..AY DATA FOH ZrN AND ZrC 
sin 9';2 
hkl Zrl'i Int ( obs.) ZrC Int. (obs.) 
111 0.289 s 0.279 w 
200 0.336 s 0.321 \V' 
220 0.470 s 0.452 w 
311 0.552 nl 0.529 m 
222 0.557 ,,. 
400 0~669 w 0.641 v.,~r 
331 0.725 1i{ 0.708 rn 
420 0.743 m 0.730 w 
422 0.804 s 0.791 w 
333 
511 0.857 G 0.848 w 
440 0.930 s 0.926 m 
531 0.971 v.s 
TABLE II 
BECIJ~?..'S AND EBEH.T 15 LATTICE CCNST.AlrT AND DENSITY RESULTS 
FOR ZrH AND ZrC 
Compound K ao .A..u. Density gm/cm3 
ZrN 0.1108 4.63 6.97 
0.1008 4.76 6.51 
7 
TABLE III 
BECKER'S AliD EBERT'S CALCULATED RELATIVE INTENSITIES FOR ZrN AND ZrC 
Calc. Relative Intensity 
hkl ionic neutral 
111 12.3 33 
200 29.0 100 
220 100.0 86 
222 60.5 51 
400 10 8 
8 
(22) Prescott • Jr. • C. ~t . • The Equili brum Be"b."leen Zirconium Oxide and 
Carbon and their Reac-tion Produc ·~s at Incandescent Temperatu.res. 
Anerican Chemical Socie~y Journal. Vol. 48 II. p. 2535. 1926. 
The crystal structure of' zirconium carbide was inves-tigated also 
by Hendricks and his findings are given in table IV. 
The intensities were deten.uned by the relationship 
I"'¢ J(A2+B2)(d~l) 2.35 
where J is the number of reflecting planes. ( A2+ B2 ) is the structure 
factor and dhkl the interplanar distance. He assu.·rned the relative 
reflec·tion powers for Zr :C as being 9:1. 
The results in table IV indicate as a lattice parameter. a 0 • 
4.700 A. u. for ZrC and t b.e inves ·cirator assumed a u1 ~it containing 
4 ZrC having a sodium chloride type of structure. Colwnn six in 
ta~Jle IV gives the factor due to zirconium a-toms alone when the 
structure is of tl.~e sodium chloride type (the exponent 2.35 is omit-
The zirconium carbi1e used by Hendricks was prepared by the 
reaction Zr02 + 3C • ZrC..,. C02 • (22) 
(22) Presco·t·t, ~· ~· • P• 2546-2547 
Van .Arkel in 1934 purified zirconium by thermal dissociation of 
its iodide and produced a highly malleable and ductile product. This 
purified zirconium 1.m.s used to prepare zirconium nitride by l:eating 
the metal wire in an atmosphere of hydrogen. ni trogan. and the 
corresponding chloride or the metal. With this material he found by 
9 
TABLE IV 
HENDRICK'S CRYSTAL STRUCTUHE DATA FOR ZIRCONIUN~ CARBIDE 
Orcler of Intensity 
HaC 1 J (AI!+ if ) (d~l ) hk1 an A.U. Obs. Calc. Zr Atoms 
111 4.815 1 1 8.18 11.17 
200 4.800 2 2 9.60 8.37 
220 4.750 3 3 19.20 16.64 
311 4.710 4 4 24.36 33.51 
222 4.710 7 9 12.80 11.17 
900 4.700 10 17 9.60 8.37 
331 4.705 6 8 24.36 33.51 
420 4.705 5 5 38.40 33.51 
422 4.690 7 6 38.40 33.51 
333 
511 4.705 9 11 32.54 44.68 
440 4.702 18 18 19.20 16.74 
531 4.690 11 10 48.72 67.02 
442 
600 4.690 12 7 48.00 41.85 
620 4.695 17 12 38.40 33.51 
533 4.695 19 20 24.36 33.51 
622 4.690 19 15 28.40 33.51 
444 21 21 12.80 11.17 
711 
551 4.698 15 16 48.72 67.02 
640 4.695 16 19 38.40 33.51 
642 4.700 13 13 76.80 67.02 
731 
553 4. 7t)0 14 14 7S.08 100.53 
ao = 4. 700 A.U • 
10 
x-ray analysis, tLat zircm:1itun nitride has a sodimn chlorido type 
of struc-t--ure., had the electrical properties of a metal and was very 
brittle. By means of electrical conductivity measuz:enents, !1e found 
that the system zirconium - zircon:i.um nitride forms a continuous 
series of solid solutions similar to the systems zirconium - titanium 
and hafnium zirconium with a minimum conductivity at about 50 atomic 
percent of the metal. (29) 
(29) Van A.rkel., A• E·., I. Preparation of High :Melting Metals by Thermal 
Dissociation o£ their Compounds. II. Properties of the Metal 
Obtained, Metallivirtscha:ft. Vol. 13., P• 511-514. 1934. 
From the reaction bet\vee:n a glowinf; carbon filament and the vapor 
of zirconium chloride., ~3uerr;ers and Gasart, hy means of measuring 
changes in electrical resistence of the filament., x-ray and chemical 
analysis of the resulting products., determined that in all cases the 
carbon was converted into the metal carbide • (ZrC). They further 
found that zirconium carbide retained a certain amount of the respeo-
ti ve metal in solid solution. The pure carbides vrere obtained if. the 
reac-i:;ion products were a.".'lnealed- in an atmosphere of hydrocarbons. 
Their x-ray results indicated zitconium nitride as a face centered 
cubic la t·tice vvi th an a.o • 4.687 • 0.002 A·U. 
They used the powder method wi. th copper radiation and measured the 
hack ref:lection lines for the determination o:f the lattice para."'Tleter. (9) 
(9) Buerger., w.c. and Ba.sart, J.C.N.., On the Formation of High l•ilelt-
ing Metal Carbides on Heating; a carbon Filament in a Vapor of a 
Volatile Halogen Compound of ~1e ~tal. z. anorg. Cham., Vol. 216• 
P• 219 • 1934. 
Zirconium is kno·wn to have high soluhil~ty i'or nitrogen and 
oxygen. Zirconium dissolves up to 40 atomic percent oxygen and up 
to 20 atomic percent o£ nitrogen. The transformation from hexagonal 
to the cubic form is spread over a tempera:l;ure range when the 
metal contains dissolved gas., this range being more than soooc with 
10 atomic percent oxygen. (12) 
(12) Fast, J. D., Extraordinarily Iligh Solubility of Nitrogen and 
OXygen in Soxoo Metals; Studied in Zirconium and Titaniwn. 
Meta.lluri tschaft. Vol. 17, (24) P• 641-644., 1938. 
Some of t~he physical properties of zirconiwn nitride (ZrN) and 
zirconium carbide (ZrC) have been determined by Va.n Arkel, deBoer and 
I.bers. They found that oath ZrN e..nd ZrC were very hard., the ZrN 
displaying a silver like somewhat yellow color while the ZrC was :zoore 
blackish and netallic like. (28) The melting points of ZrN and ZrC 
(28) Van Arkel. A.E., and deBoer, J. H., Darstellung von reinem 
Titanium, Zirkonium., Hafnium., und Thorium:meta.ll. Zeitschrif't 
fur anorg;anische Cllemi~, Vol. 128., P• 348., 1925. 
were determined to be 3255 and 3805 deErees absolute, respectively. 
The :melting points \vere determined by means of a micropyrometer., 
-. 
using an arcon atmosphere for ZrC and l'l:i trogen f'or ZrN' to prevent 
decomposition. Temperai..-ure coeff:i.cients of resistance measurements 
f'or both compol.lllds indicated positive values thus Zr:U and ZrC 
display a netal like characteris·tic in this respect. (20) 
11 
12 
(20) Ivioers, w. • Lei tfahigkeitsmessungen and hochsohmeizenden Carbiden, 
Nitriden und Boriden bei ZiJI1I!"lertemperatur, tiefen and hohen 
Temperaturen, Zeitschrift fur anorganische Chemic, Vol. 198• 
P• 268, 1931. 
13 
TABLE V 
CHEr,J:IC.AL ANALYSIS OF ZIRCOI\fiU!~{ CYANONITRIDE SAMPLE USED IN. X-RAY STUDIES 
BY 
TITANIUM .ALLOY DIVISION OF TI-JE NATIOl'lAL LEAD CORPORATION, 
NIAG ABA F .ALIJS • N. Y • 
Al 0.02% 1vTg 0.007 
c ( to.Jcal)* 3.25 Mn 0.0005 
Ca o.o1 lJ• 4.40 
Cr 0.003 Si 0.50 
Cu o.oo2 Sn 0.001 
Fe 0.20 Ti* 0.94 
Hf' 1.95 Zr• 87.36 
Acid Insol. Res. 0.25% 
*Determined by vre..IG method. All others by Spectrographic method 
14 
TABLE Va 
T<J.rAL OF MAJOR COIISTIT'UENTS IN TEE ZIRCONTIJM CYANONITHIDE SAlv1PLE 
BY 
TITANIID.;1 .ALLOY DIVISION OF THE NATIONAL I..EAD CORPORATION. 
NI.AGARA FALLS. N.Y. 
N 4.40 
c 3.25 
0 (by difference) 1.35 
Impurities (as metal) 3.64 
Uncoml;ined Zr 26. 2 
(Percent of total sample) 
SUPP!,E2JIENT TO TABLE Va, X-ray Studies o:f Zircon:ium Cyanonitride by John T. 
Ballass, page 14 
The total zirconium content was dete:nnined by gravimetric procedures 
(precipitation was wi.th cup:ferron*). After all other elements were dete.-
mi.ned, the excess o£ zirconiun over that which shouJ.d theoretic~ c'ombine 
with carbon~ oxygen, and nitrogen was canputed (ZrC, ZrN, ZrO) Was that 
f'i~ reported as "uncanbined zirconilllll". 
*An .... oDia salt of N-nitrosophe:ny~1aine . 
C.ALCl.TLATIC.rNS OF A CHE1 ... ICAL FO.!:U'.'liLA 
On the basis of the chemical analysis (courtesy of Titanium 
Alloy Division of the r.:ational Lead Labora·tories) as shcvm in Taole 
V and Va this sample v~s found to contain, per 100 grruns of saraple, 
0.904 gram atoms of zirconimn, 0.314 gram atoms of nitrog:en, and 
15 
o.273 gram atoms of carbon after considering the ;;ram atoms of 
zirconium taken up by the oxygen and hafnium present in the sample. 
This is in a ratio o:r 3.31 t.o 1.15 to 1.0 which sugces.~Gs the closest 
formula to be Zr2o N7 Cs• The sum of the atoms of carbon and nitrogen 
does not equal the stun of' the zirconiur.1 atoms, twent:,1 zirconium to 
thirteen carbon and n.itrof;en atoms. As a consequence this result 
woulc. not conform to a true mixture of' zirconimr;. and carbon and 
nitrogen atoms. Details of this chemical formula ca1culation vrill 
be found in Appendix A· 
This fonnula. immediately implies a composition that should be 
represented on a three phase equi1ibrum diagram. Figure 1 represents 
the proposed diagram of the system Zr - C - N or Z - ZrN - ZrC with 
the point correspo:ndine; tc the above composition, n.amely 7 Zr -
7 Zrl\f - 6 ZrC or 20 Zr - 7 :N - 6 C plotted in mol percent. 
FIGURE I 
THE THREE COMPONENT SYSTEM ZIRCONIUM - NITROGEN - CARBON 
Zr 
100 
~ Comnoeition in mol pP.roP.nt plotted as Zr - N- C 





PRELDii.INAH.Y X-RAY ANALYSIS 
X-ray techniques were considered first as a possible means 
of establishing the crystal system or systems present as well as 
a way of detecting any phase relations that might be present in 
this sample reported to be zirconium cyanonitririe. This investi-
ga-'Gion was carried out using the Debye Scherrer powder method with 
two cameras of different diameter, a fifty seven and sixty four 
millimeter, both of which used the Ievins and Straumanis asymmetric 
film arrange1:1.ent. (1 9 ) The x-ray generating equipment used viB.s also 
(19) Lipson, H., and '\1filson, ~:r.. J. C., Journal of Scientific 
Insi;ruments. Vol. 18, P• 145, 1941. 
or two types; a gas tube ·ouilt by Baird Associates and a filament 
type tube, manufactured by the Picker X-ray Corporation of America, 
the use of '\vl"lich \vas necassitatec1 because of mechanical difficulties 
witr1 ti:".:.e gas tube. Th.e sixt;:- four millime·ber camera 'vas adapted for 
17 
the fila.r11ent tube vwhile the other camera I!'"telrtioned, for t~ue gas tube. 
Sample prepara-tions for x-ray anal~,rsis vvas porf'ormed by two 
r."Letbods. In both cases the sample was ground to a polV'der equivalent 
to at least -200 mesh. In one mode of preparation the ground sa.rnple 
was mixed in a suspension of collodion in acetone and mounted on a 
fine strint; to an ap:9roxi1nate sample diame-ter of 0.08 em. The other 
technique required mou :'.ting tr,.e sample on a beryllimn-lithium-boron 
glass rod (o.oa mm in diameter) which had been previously covered 
with a thin layer o~ Fisher's · Cello-seal used as the gluing agent. 
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TABLE VI 
CO!··T ARISON OF POWDEH DIFFI(ACT ION X-RAY HESUL'l1S OBTAI ~NED FHOH ZIHCONIUM 




of Plane ZrN Cyanoni tride ZrC 
---
(111) 2.64 2.66 2.75 
(200) 2.28 2.30 2.38 
(220) 1.61 1.63 1 •. 68 
(311) 1.38 1.39 1.44 
(222) 1.32 1.33 1.37 
(400) 1.14 1.15 1.19 
(331) 1.05 1.06 1.09 
(420) 1.02 1.03 1.06 
(422) 0.93 0.94 0 •. 972 
( The values for Zrl'J and ZrC ware taken from A· .. s. T. M. Card index 
=ff.2-D956 and 1/::20857 respect;i vely. 
( The values for zirconium cyanoni tride were determined using the 
· most accurate lattice constant. a 0 • 4.60313kx as a result of 
using only back reflec~ion lines. 
( The Millar indices of the planes were determined by the graphical 
method. 
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The resulting sample vms approximately 0.2 mn in diameter. For 
this investigation either method was found to be satisfactory. 
Eowever, the smaller sample ~uld result in lcwrer absorption effects. 
Most of the x-ray results as shown in this paper were determined 
by the use of copper · radiation and a nickel filter unless indicated 
otherwise. Tile exposure time varied from one to three hours depend-
ing on the sample preparation and tube voltage. It was found that 
optimium results with the shortest exposure time (one and one-half" 
hours) was obtained by using a forty two kilovolt tube voltage and 
ten milliamperes with a copper target a...."'1.d no filter. A copper 
target 1.vas chosen because of its lovr absorption coefficient vrhen 
as-sociated 1.•Ti tb. zirconium t'nereby rende!"ing less back(;round. 
All fi~s were measured by a direct-reading measuring micro-
scope vdth a least count of 0.001 mm. 
The lines were indexed by the graphical method using the 
reciprocal lattice the details of which are given in Appendix B.(23) 
(23) Straurnanis, M· E•• Graphical Indexing of Povrdar Patterns of 
Cubic Substances and the Choice of Radiation for Precision 
1Ieasurement of La.Jctice Para.meters • American Mineralogist. 
Vol. 37, P• 48-52• 1952. 
Lattice constants were calculated by the quadratic form of 
Bragg's law • 
2 sin 9 
usine; only those constants which were calculated from the back 
reflection lines. The high accuracy attained close to Q = 90° is 
20 
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the result of Bragg's law. 
From the review of literature it has been implied that the 
structures of zirconium nitride and zirconium carbide are isomor-
phous and that their cell constap.ts are nearly equal. The scatter-
. . 
ing powers of nitrogen and carbon are also kno'Wll to be equal. Upon 
<?o.mparison of the d values (interplanar spacings) of the unk:now.n 
......_ .. - . . 
sample ~th zirconium nitride and zirconium carbide as shown in table 
VI there is much evidence of · similari.ty of struo ture. Futhermore • 
the magnitude of 'the 2:.... values or the unknovm. sample lies very close 
to that of zirconium nitride. All the reflec~ing planes ~th the 
exception of "b'¥10 in ZrN reported for both zirconium nitride and 
zirconium carbide when using a copper target are t~'le same as tb.ose 
in number as reported by this paper. This Ir.ay be found in table I 
and table VIII. Table VII shows the s.iiu.ilari ty in lattice constants. 
Both zirconium nitride and zirconium carbide crystallize in 
the . face centered cubic system of the sodium chloride type structure. 
a substitutional solid solution. (31) The similarities cited thus 
(31) Wycoff. R·lV.G •• Crys.l~al Structures. N.Y •• Inter_science Publishers 
Inc •• Chapter III table. P• 19• 1951. 
far in the above discussion have been strong enough to infer that the 
unlmo1•m sample may also cr~rstallize in the sodium chloride type 
structure. 
X-ray results indicate that the principal portion of the 
pattern is due to one phase while four other faint lines illustrated 
TABLE VIII 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FOH PAHENT LATTICE OF ZI.RCOHIUI.~ 
CYANONITHIDE - TEL-a?BH.ATUlffi 25oc • 0.5° 
hk1 dkx sin Q. 8.kx 
111 2.624802 0.29286 4.548448 
200 2.274798 0.33792 4&54958 
220 1.614712· 0.47606 4.56801 
311 1.379848 0.55709 4.57968 
222 1.320767 0.58201 4.57319 
400 1.145108 0.67129 4.58044 
331 1.052494 o. 73036 4.58885 
420 1.026630 o. 74876 4.58903 
422 0.937793 0.81969 4.59518 
511-333 0.88513 0.86846 4.599268 
440 o. 813335 0.94512 4.600914 
531 o. 778075 0.98795 4.603154 
531 0.778069 0.99042 4.o031184 
4.60313 t o.oooo2kx 
or 
4. 61242 83 A.U. 
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.i'IGURE 'l c. 
X-RAY POWDER PHOTOGRAPH Or' ZIRCONIUM CYANONITRIDE 
SHOVlil'U Tv\0 APPARENr PHASES 
Front Reflection 
DATA 
Sample - As Rec • 
BJld.ia tion ., Cu 
Filter - Ni 
Camera Die.. - 57 mm 
Back Reflection 
Exposure Time - 3 hrs. at 35 K.v •• 10 M.A. 
2:3 
by the pattern in f'igure a appears very likely to be due to a 
second phase. The reflections corresponding to the f'aint lines 
o_ccur at vary Sli1B.ll Bragg ang;les indicating very large ~ values 
and probable a large lattice parameter. These four lines could not 
be indexed with any degree of accuracy because of t:1.e uncertainty 
in measuring the lines on a comparator. However, indexing them as 
cubic or tetragonal, using Hall Davey Charts \Vas attempted. There 
was not enough consistency in the results to arrive at a definite 
conclusion. One point worth some consideration is tha"b all four 
lines are of nearly equal intensity which would be indicative of 
reflections occurring from planes occupied by atoms of' similar x-ray 
sca.·t·terir1f. efficiency. }Iere, :rooreover, the limi ta.-cions of x-rays 
as an absolute m.e-thod of phas<i determination has been demonstrated. 
There mi[~ht be some speculation that these fain"b lines may be 
due to the total impurities present as metals in the sample since 
they amount to 3.64 percent by weight of the ·total as shovm in 
table va. This idea would be hard to support conclusi vel:,r since 
not only the number of' lines present and their in-tsnsities depend 
on t:·,.e x-ray scattering efficiency of the atom on the planes giving 
rise to these reflections, bu·t also on the amount present. (24) 
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(24) Sproull, Wayne T • • X-rays in Practice, McGraw-Hill Book Company • 
Inc., P• 430, 1946. 
During the course of the experimental 'mrk a sample vms accident-
ally screened through 325 mesh {regular practice was -200 mesh) and 
it was found that the pattern did not show any low angle Bragg 
FIGURE 3 
X-RAY POWDER PHOTOORAPHS OF ZIRCONIUM CYAl'IONITRIDE 
SHOVfiNG TEE ABSENCE OF THE SECOND PHASE 
Front -Reflection 
DATA 
Sample - As Rec. 
Radiation - Cu 
Filter - None 
Camera Diz. - 64 mm 
Back Reflection 
Exposure Time - 1 hr. at 41 K.v._ 10 M.A. 
Front; Rei'lec t;ion 
DATA 
Sample - As Reo. 
Radiation - Cu 
Filter - None 
Camera ::Di'i.~ • 64 nm 
Baok Ref lee tion 
&xpo~ .!1.:illt :'"' lt hr._  48 K. V •- 10 M.A.. 
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reflections. A second pattern was taken at high tube voltage and 
longer exposure tilne vvi. 1-;h the same result. It was assumed then that 
this second pha.sa~ as it might be called~ has been mechanically 
separated by this accidental screening. These results are shovm in 
figure 3.·. ~his evidence is highly indicative bu·t not conclusive as 
more runs using different portions of the sa1~1ple should be made• 
which ti!ne did not parmi -t. 
The notion that this sample might be of the t~,rpe of terminal 
solid solution vri -th an in.termetallic compouLd also present in the 
system was considered. The sample was l"leated slov1ly to l5QQOC in 
an evacuated quartz tube and quenched, -the results of which are 
illustrated in fir,ure 4 indicating only parent lattice distortion 
01• quenching stresses by the diffuseness of the back reflection 
lines. (7) No evidence of solu-tion of the second phase was found. 
(7) Boas. w •• An Introduction to the Physics or l1:letals and Alloys, 
New York~ Jolm viiley and Son, Inc. • P• 38-39. 1949. 
A complete survey of tile possibility of this type of terminal 
solid solution 1-va.s restricted because of li:tai ta:tions imposed by 
experimental difficulties in the a-ttainmen-t:; of higher tempera·tures, 
etc. 
J. .. ta.ny ques·t;ions have arisen concerning t:i."le General make up of 
the submi t·ted. sample as the result of preliminary x-ray diffraction 
s·tudies. The simila.ri·ties be·t;v.,een zirconium nitride, zirconium 




X-BAY POWDER PHOToGRAPH OF ZIRCONIUM CYANONITRIDE 
SHOWING TEE EFFECTS OF AN ATTEiv1PTED SOLUTION HEAT - TREATMENr 
Front Reflection Back Reflection 
I ( '. . . ' . ! 
DATA 
Sample - Heated to 15000C and held for 
1 hr. quenched in ice water 
}bl.diation - Cu 
Fil. ter - None 
CaJD~ra Dia. - 64 Dill 
Exposure Time - li hrs. at 41 K.V •• 10 M.A. 
. J 
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discussed. It has been sug[~ested that the parent lattice may also 
be of the sodium chloride type structure. In making this assmnption 
one discrepancy should not be overlooked. A true sodium chloride 
struc"b..1re is a suhsti tutional solid solution inferring eight atoms or 
four 1nolecules per unit cell, :f"our atoms of zirconium and four atoms 
of carbon or nitrogen or both; thus, as many mols or gram atoms of 
carbon and nitrogen must be present as there are zirconium. However, 
from the chemical formula calculated for the unknovm sample it was 
shown that there is a shortage of seven carbon and nitrogen atoms 
vrhich apparently does not fi·t the requirements for a true sodium 
chloride type structure. This immediately brings up the question of 
lattice vuncancies if the assuned structu.re type is correct. Lattice 
vacancies or holes have been found to exist in solid solutions of the 
subtraction type. An example is the Ni - Al system where in the (3 
phase the aluminum atoms remove some of the nickel atoms from the 
la·l:;tice without the alumint.Un atoms replacing these positions. (G) 
(6) Bradley, A· J., and. Taylor, A•, Preceding of the Royal Society, 
Vol. A 159, P• 56. 1937. 
An attempt now vrill be made on the supposition of lattice 
vacancies to present in the next section some evidence in J:"avor of 
the parent lattice as beir1r; a sodium chloride structure based on 
x-ray intensity data. This 1.-.rill be followed by a section in which 
the second phase is discussed on the basis· of metallographic results. 
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STRUCTURE DmERl'.liiNATION 
Since a method is not available to deterrt"..ine the space group 
for the parent lattice of this unknown sample it was necessary ~o 
make the preliminary assumption that this cubic structure was of 
the Oft5 space group containing four molecules per unit cell, in 
essence a sodium chloride type of structure. The binary system 
assumed here is that for zirconium - nitrogen or carbon where nitrogen 
atoms can replace the carbon atoms or vice versa. Thus on this 
basis, theore ·tical intensity calculations were carried out with the 
hope that they may be couparable to those observed on ~~e film. 
The zirconium a.·toms ¥vera assigned the xyz coordinate position 
ooo. ~~0, ~~. 0~~; while those for ·the carbon or nitrogen atoms 
were assigned the xyz coordinated ~}~. OO:{a. oia-<>, -1-<>o,.· {24) These 
(24) Sproull• Wayne T •• X-rays in Practice, :MoGra..,.Hill Book 
Company, Inc., P• 430• 1946. 
are the coordinates of the atoms in the unit cell of the sodium 
chloride type structure. 
STRUCTURE FACTOR CALCULATION 
Before the structure fac-tor could be calculated t~1e Miller 
indices for the powder lines were definitely established by the 
graphical method using the reciprocal lattice. {23) This was used 
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(23) Stra.umanis. M-.E •• _op. cit •• P• 17. 
as a means of e1indnating any large source of error before the 
complexities of the calculations were bet;un. The indices and 
corresponding d values together ~th the Bragg angles are given 
in table IX. 
The general structure factor formula is given ass 
F = r 8 21rni (hx + ky ~ lz) 
where r = scattering factor 
hkl = Miller indices 
xyz = coordinate positions of the atoms in the unit cell 
Taking one of the corner atoms of the cube as the origin. the equi-
valent point coordina~s of the four zirconium atoms belonging to the 
unit cell aret 000 l .l_f\ ~J. n..l. ~ 
.t 22V .t 2---v-2 .t 'r:a2 e The structure factor is therefore, 
F : r { e 2~ i (h.O + k.O .... 1.0 t. e Ti (h ... k•O 4e '1ti. (h+O+l).,. e-m(o~ k-t-1) 1 
= f [ e It .o ~ e 1fi(nt-k)-+ e ""1r ~ (h+l) + e ~i (k .... l) J 
= f~os o -1" cos IT (h-..k) + cos \\ (h-t-1) 4 cos "'1'\ (k•l )1 
= 4f cos Tl (h+ k..,.l) + cos"l\ ¥ -+cos'""'( n;1 -+ cosl( ~~ 
F : 4f • if ht-k,. h+ 1 and k +1 are even. that is • if 
h•k and l are all odd or all even. 
and F = o. if h.k,.l, are mixed. (25) 
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(25) Taylor. A•• X-ray Metallography. N. 
P• 91• 1949 
·v 
J. •• John Vfi ley and Sons • Inc • • 
------------
----------------------------
The structure factor fornrula for this paper when considering 
the coordinai;es of both the zirconium and carbon or nitrogen atoms 
becomes 
2 F = 
hkl 
where F 4 is the scattering factor f'or the atoms designated and F 3 is 
the Debye-lVa.ller Tampera·ture Factor. (3) If the Miller indices, hkl• 
(3) Ba~rett, Charles s •.• Structure of Metals, N.Y •• McGra:w-Hill Book 
Company Inc., P• 533• 1943. 
for a given line are all even the sign in the above equation is 
positiveJ if all odd, negative. (17) 
{17) Internationals Tabellen zur Bestimn.ung von Kristallstrukturen. 
Borntrager. Berlin. Vol. II, P• 571. 574, 1948. 
The intensity of the lines '~ra calculated by the formulas 
X X X Fhkl. 2 
where F1 is equal to the Laue Lorentz polarization factor and was 
deter.minad by using appropriate tables, F 2 is the multiplicity factor 
also computed by tables, and F 5 is the absorption factor for which 
a factor was calculated tl~t entailed consideration of molecular 
weight and density, and powder sample radius before values were taken 
from appropriate tables.(l7) 
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TABLE IX 





hkl ~ Sin 9 dkx FJ F2 F;s Zr N c Fs calc I (obs.) 
111 17.031 0.29286 2.624802 20.75 8 .19049 .998 31.3 4.35 3.12 7.8 12100 156.0 m 
200 19.753 0.33792 2.274798 15.25 6 .21979 .997 29.8 3.96 2.84 9.2 17500 152.3 m 
22.0 28.428 0.47606 1.614712 6.50 12 .30965 .994 25.8 2.93 2.17 16.0 12600 157.0 m 
311 33.855 0.55709 1.379848 4.55 24 .36235 .992 23.6 2.56 2.00 22.1 7120 171.0 m 
222 35.575 0.58201 1.320767 4.14 8 .37856 .991 23.0 2.45 1.97 24.3 9950 78.9 vw 
400 42.166 0.67129 1.145108 3.07 6 .43664 .998 21.3 2.15 1.83 34.0 8460 52.9 vvw 
331 46.916 o. 73036 1.052494 2.75 24 .47506 .987 20.3 2.00 1.72 41.8 5300 146.2 w 
420 48.484 0.74876 1.026630 2.71 24 .48703 .986 19.9 1.92 1.71 44.0 7350 210.0 m 
422 55.053 0.81969 0.937793 2.85 24 .53316 .983 18.9 1.80 1.68 55.0 6620 249.5 m 
333 60.281 0.86846 0.885130 3.25 8 .56488 .980 18.1 1.74 1.60 63.6 4150 68.7 
511 24 4150 203.8 m 
440 70.927 0.94512 0.813335 5.50 12 .61475 .977 16.8 1.64 1.50 84.7 5150 288.0 m 
531 81.097 o.98795x o. 778075 12.50 48 .64261 .976 16.6 1.60 1.45 90.0 3460 1890.0 sss 
FIGURE 5 
X-BAY PO'WDER PHOTOGRAPH OF ZIRCONIUM CYANONITRIDE 
USED FOR BOTH THE OBSERVED AND CALCULATED INTENSITIES 
Front Reflection Ba.ck Re£lection 
-
·( ( .. (. __ ·. ;':.n· . _____ _... .)\ . . /. . . ~ .: . :..,,:···o. - .. 
: . .- . -· . ·.. _·. . I I ~ . . . :·-. : . · .. ·•. -. . . 
. . 
iJ •. . . ' •. ,' , . ...: I . . • • -
DATA 
Sample - As Reo. 
Radiation - Cu 
Filter - Ni 
c.-ra .J)ia. - 67 Dill 
Expo sure Time - 1 -,;4 hrs. at G6 · x-.v. •. 14 LA. 
'l timpera.ture - 2:"5° : O•&O 
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(17) In·cernational Tabellen zur 3estimmung von Krista.llst;rukturen~ 
Borntrager., Berlin., Vol, II~ P• 567~ 508• 508• 585• 577• 1948. 
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Sample structure faa tor and intensity calcula.·tions for -bhe (111) 
line are given in Appendix c. 
The results of these intensity calculations are shovm in table IX 
-bogether with the observed intensities tabulated together for comparison. 
The diffraction pattern used for these intensity results. both calculat-
ad and observed. is illus·trated in fir;ure 5. 
For simple structures as is the case in this investig,a·tion. visual 
classification has been fom1d to be satisfactory in establishing the 
crys·tal structure. {25) 
(25) Taylor • A• ~ ~· ~· • P• 92. 
It is quite apparent that the agreenent is good except for the 
(440} line. In this case., this line has separated into a doublet and 
appears to be fainter than it act-ually would be if the two lines '\'lfere 
merced. 
I<'rom the results as shovm a'i.Jove~ it is quite evident that the 
zirconiuut., nitror_;en. and carbon as present in the sample form a 
s .ubsti tutional solid solution of the sodium chloride t:y-pe structure. 
An account of vacancies present on the basis of x-ray density 
calculations and observed density in t;lis lattice will be given in 
the section following the metallor;raphio analysis of the second phase. 
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M!:T.ALLOG R.APHIC AJ-.TAL. YS IS OF' A SECOND PHASE 
The usefulness of determining a second phe .. se if present in small 
quantities { from 5 to 10% ) by x-ray has been outlined in a previous. 
section. As a consequence another method of giving a more complete 
account of this second phase detected by x-ray had to be employed,. 
for tl1is purpose metallography was chosen. 
The preparation of the sample for metallographic analysis pre-
sented many problems. It could not be cut and mounted by conventional 
methods because of its high hardness (close to corundum on the Moh's 
scale) and brittleness. A large sample vms mounted completely in 
bakelite after which it lJ'ffiS cut, with nruch diffieul ty, by means of 
a. carborundum "cut a11vay" saw. Ordinary polishing procedure gave 
very erratic results in that a representative microstructure could 
not be obtained because of the high degree of relief polishing 
realized from different grain orientation. It was, therefore,. 
necessary to resort to_some polishing medium which would be very 
rrruch harder than any of the constituents being polished with the 
result that the hardness di:fference betvJeen the constituents ·would 
be negligible. (21) For this purpose cli"amond dust was choosen. 
(21) Perryman, E.C.Vlf., Use of Diamond Dust for Polishing :Meta.llo-
graphic Specimens of Non~errous Metals and Alloys, Journal 
of Institute of J\~tals, Vol. 77, P• 61, 1950. 
The best particle size of' the diamond dust 'Was found to be three micron 
and one micron, the latter giving the little or no relief. 
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ZIRCO!iiUlvi CYANONITRIDE - As Reo • 
200 X - Etchant BF • JTh!03 - %0 - 5-15-43 
VDIBUI 
FIGURE rr; : 
ZIRCONIUM CYANONITRIDE - H. T. 9000 Fco . Cooled ( vac) 
200 X Etchant EF HN03 !IaO - . 6-15~·3 
or. 
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A suitable etchant for this sample was a solution of hydro-
flouric and nitric acid. 
A detailed account by the above techniques vv'ill be found in 
Appendix D. 
:Metallographic examinations v.rere made using both ordinary and 
polarized light. Ordinary lig;ht gave the conventional phototni.cro-
graph vrhioh shovmd the relative size of' the mocroconsti tuants in 
tenns of grain size, their boundaries "'nd phase relationship. When 
polarized ligh:t vm.s used, four extL:JC1jions v.rere observed ·v11hen the 
sample was rotating through 360 degrees, clearly revealing presence 
and amount of the secon.d phase. 
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Photographs of t-vvo specilaens each using visible and polarized 
light are shown in figure 6 and figure· 7. Both sam'l_?les reveal a 
large grain size indicating slow cooling and both indicate a second 
phase at the grain boundaries and distributed throughout the other 
phase. Figure 6 in the ttas received" condition shows an uneven 
distribution of the second phase vzhile the sample heat treated and 
slow cooled in a vacuum furnace shovm in figure 7 reveals, in 
contrast, a more uniform distrihution, the result of diffusion durirg 
heat treatme11t. 
Two ver:l important conclusions may be dravm from this metallo-
graphic analysis.. One, the second phase revealed by x-ray has been 
definitely confirmed, appearin;-_:, i:n a quantity of about 5~:~ and 
second • this phase is anisotropic giving four extinctions at equal 
intervals when rotated throur;h 360 degrees indioatinr; that this 
phase is not cubic. (30) 
{30) Winchell, A·N"·~ Elements of Optical Mineralogy, N.Y., John 
V'filey and Sons, Inc., P• 45, 1~131. 
DETER1\~INATION OF l·iOLECu""LA11 vYEIGHT DENSI~Y Al\lD ATOivB IN UNIT CELL 
The requirements for the formula corresponding to a sodium 
chloride structure "tlrould be Z r { :N or C). From the formula, namely, 
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zr20N7c6 , determina.ted on the basis of the chemical analysis of this 
sample it is apparent that approximately seven rnols of Zr are present 
in excess. For this to conform with the intensity calculation results 
it must be necessary -'co consider that there might be some lattice 
vacancies presen·t. which should be occupied by either carbon or 
nitrogen a-t.oms as indica"'red by the formula. 
To determine whether such vacancies might exist, calculations 
of" molecular weig:ht, densi ~-y 11 and -bhe number of atoms per unit cell 
on the basis of x-ray data vrere made and compared 'dti1 observed data. 
The density of the sample (containing 3. 64 ~~ metal as impurities -
table Va) was determined using a Joll~{ bala...."'lce l'thich was calibrated 
'rith a quartz s~~le of known density. Distilled 1~ter v~s used in 
the deterraination so as to avoid any extra buoyancy from impurities 
or minerals present in ordinary tap ·water. The observed density" was 
found to be 6. 7 r..m/cm3 whj_ch value falls between the density of 
zirconium nitride and zirconium carbide as determined by Becker and 
Ebert as sho·wn in table x. The lattice parameter computed at 250oc 
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TABLE X 
DENSITIES OF ZrN~ ZrC, and Zr2oN7 Cs 
Observed X-ray Calculated 
Compound Density gzn/ cm3 Density gm,/ cm3 Reported by 
.. .ZrN 6.97 7.lo(l) (4) Becker and Ebert 
Zr20N7 c6 6. 7 (3) 7.os(2) This paper 
ZrC 6.51 6.32(1 ) (4) Becker and Ebert 
(1) Densities converted to true values by author 
{2) Calcu1e. ted density on the basis of formula ZrNo .sCo •. 5 
(3) Observed de!l.si ty 
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namely 4.612·438 AeU. • was utilized in these calculations which 
involved the general relation P = nM (10) 
• 
"'VN 
(10) Bunn, c.w., Chemical Crystallography, London, Oxford University 
Press, P• 186• 1946. 
In order to mini~ze discrepancies Avogardo 1 s number N in the 
above formula was taken as 6.02 x 1023/mol• {18) and the volume was 
(18) Lange, A.:N., Handbook of Chemistry, Ohio • Handbook Publishers 
Inc., P• 1713, 1944. 
determined from the given cell constant using the true value of the 
A.U. which is the result of l'l1illtiplying the cell constant in lac: units 
by the conversion factor 1.00202. (5) 
(5) Birge. R· T., American Journal of Physics, Vol. 13, P• 69, 1945. 
_.The calculated molecular '\veight using the observed density and 
assumin~ four molecules per unit cell resulted in 99.0. On the basis 
of tLe chemical forlilUla, Zr2oN.,C6 the closest approximation to this 
'WOUld be £J9. 72 assuminr; the formula ZrNr, '7. r.Cc) 3 • u evU •·'-
If' there were no vacancies the formula would have to be ZrlJo. 5 
c0 • 5 the molecular weight of which is 104.22. This would fulfill 
the requirements for a completely filled sodium chloride ty·pe structure 
containinc eight atoms per unit cell. The nevr density for e. filled 
lattice ~s calculated to be 7.06 g~cm3 above the observed density. 
With due consideration to the point that the sample under investigation 
contained 3.64 %metals as impurities this density dif'ference is 
ra.ther suggestive. Furthermore reference to table X indicates that 
upon comparison of" densities both as o·bserved and calculated as 7.06 
gm/czlwith the results of' Becker and Ebert the agreement for the 
lattice vacancy assumption is good. 
The n'UlTiber of atoms in the unit cell in the sample was computed 
to be 6.54 atoms on the basis of the mean atomic v~ight of" the atoms 
present. (3) This figure "V'IB.S compared t"..o the previously determined 
(3) Barrett. Charles s. • Structure of 1-.-letals, lJ. Y. 11 HcGraw-Hill 
Book Company, Inc., P• 205 11 1943. 
formula ZrN0 • 35c 0 • 3 on the basis of molecular weight and differed by 
0.04 atoms. 
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·All the results sho\m thus far have further significance beside 
the indication that lattice vacancies exist. The type o:r solid 
solution inferred by intensities calculation hAs been also verified 
here since the density • molecular \veight and atoms per unit cell 
calculations -vrere computed on the assumption that the solid solution 
'vas substitutional.(3) 
(3) Barrett. Charles S. • Ibid. 
This t;,rpe of solid solution in which soroo of the lattice sites 
are vacant is known as a subtrac-t;ion solid solution or a "defect" 
lattice. (3) An exaraple of the u:nit cell of the sodiwn chloride type 
FIGUBE .8_: 
SODIUM Cm..ORIDE TYPE STRUCTURE 
O .Na 
(3) Barrett. Charles S. • Ibid. 
structure is sho-wn in figure 8 • 




ACCURATE DETEHMINATie:nj OF LATTICE PARA:LilETER OF ZIRCONitJl.:L CYANONITRIDE 
The most accurate cell constant for this sample was determined 
using Cohen's method of least squares. (11) This method removes the 
(11) Cohen. 1v'f. V., Precision Lattice Consta..'l1.ts from X-ray Powder 
Ph6tographsj .Review o:f Scientific Instrunen·ts, Vol. s. PP• 
68-74. 1935. 
systematic errors involved in x-ray work by the mere mathematical 
extrapolation of the straight line to the Bragg angle of 90 degrees 
'When this angle is plotted versus the lattice constants. 
The value reported in table XI by this paper is 4.59865 kx unit 
or 4.60788 A.U. at 23°C.t.0.5°. This figure is only significant at 
this desicnated ..aGemporai..-ure and was only calculated to test the 
accuracy of'· the data. Considering the uncorrected lattice constant 
for this same film a 0 • 4.6027 kx as a basis it has been demonstrated 
that a deviation due to systematic error exists in the third decimal 
place. 
The dif'frac·hion pattern used in the accurate determination of 
the lat.-tice parameter of zirconium cyanonitride is shovm. in figure 9 .•. 
Details of the determination of the most accurate lattice para-
~~ter are ~ivan in Appendix F. 
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TABLE XI 
ACCURATE DETERMINATION OF Ti-JE LAT'I'ICE CONSTANT "a0 " FOR ~IRCONIUM 
CYANONITRIDE USING l~THOD OF' LEAST SQUARES 
TE:n.t? - 230 C ·t 0 .so 
~0 hk1 dkx c( o<..~ sin .Q a 2 lee sin2 9 sin 2 Q. 
82.077 ~531 ~e(L. o. 77803 35 1225 0.99045 4.602887 0.980991 0.27306 
81.143 531 ot, 0.777981 35 1225 0.98807 4. 6025978 0. 986282 0.30408 
70.968 ( 440 )oe., 0. 813146 32 1024 0.94534 4.5998449 0.893667 0.61653 
60.508 (333)c(, 0.883126 27 729 0.87043 4.588855 0.757648 0.85702 
4203 
- · 
sin229 (( ~"t, e>( sin29 )( sin29 cl..¥ 




9.24646 85.49702 34.16987 9.0271524 
38.0109 1444.8285 28.597344 33.96908 
73.4483 5394.6527 20.456496 55.64795 
--------·· 6980.57269 117.55839 105.~58618 
4203 A0 + 3784.0449 D = 117.55839 
3784.0449 Ao t 6980.57269 D = 105.958618 
Solving the above two simultaneous equations: 
D : 0.000033142 
A0 = 0.0279402 








x~RAY POWDER PHOTOGRAPH OF ZIRCONIUM CYA.NONITRIDE 
USED IN DETERMINATION ACCURATE LATTICE PAIU.METER. 
Front Reflection Baok ·Ref"leotion 
333 440 53Ut; 53lO(L 
D:J.!A 
S&DJple - .U ~JAto. 
Hadia tion • cu 
Filter - Nom 
Camera Dia. - 64 mm 
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Bxposure Time - li hrs • a.t 41 K.v •• 10 K..&.. 
Temperature - 23°0 = 0~50 
CONCLUSIOHS 
1. The sample submitted for exa~ination conforms to the f'ormula. 
zr20N,.1c6 • 
2. It is a substitutional solid solution with twenty parts 
zirconium and thirteen parts carbon and nitrogen. 
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3. The composition and structure of this substance is such that 
it represents a point in a one phase field on a three conponent 
equilibrum diagram, Zr N -c. 
4. The basic unit cell exhibits a. cubic sodium chloride type 
structure as does zirconium nitride and zirconium carbide. 
5. The experimental Jolly balance density was found to be 6. 7 
e;m/cm3 while the calculat.ecl x-ray density was 7.06 gm/cm3 assuming 
a completely f'illed lattice. 
6. The unit cell contains vacancies which are due to a dif£iciency 
of both carbon and nitrogen a "toms. 
7 •• The most accurate lat·tice constant was calculated to be 
4.6078g A.U. at 23° c i o.05°. 
8. The sample is not; a compound bet\veen zirconium nitride and 
zirconium carbide. 
9. Ti1e second phase ~pproximately 5~~ in qua.>''l.tity) is anisotropic. 
SUJ:..1J./JARY 
The sample used for this paper was investigated on the basis of" 
chemical composition. x-ray analysis, and metallographic results. 
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The forrm.1la derived from chemical analysis was found to be approx-
ir£lately Zr2o N7 Cs :for this substance after considering that portion 
of zirconium that has gone to the oxygen and hafnium present in the 
sample. 
In this study two phases appeared to be present as indicated by 
both x-ray and rnetallographic analysis. From the preliminary x-ray 
data the principal phase was determined as face centered cubic and the 
second phase, present approximately in an amoul!.t from five to ten 
percent, was concluded to be anisotropic giving :four de:finite extinc-
tions wr~n rotated through 3600 under polarized light as _revealed by 
a modified metallographic technique. 
On the basis of int.ensi ty calculations from the preliminary 
x-ray data~ the principal phase was found to. be a sodium chloride type 
structure of space t;roup oh5 with four molecules per unit cell. The 
z:i.rconium atoms occupy the face ?entered positions and the car-oon or 
ni .l~ror;en tj·je interstitial posi .:t,;ions on the sodium chloride type 
lattice. The zirconium atoms were assigned the xyz coordinatest 
( oo o) , ( o~j1-) , (1-o~,.) , (-~-;o ) 
and the carbon or nitrogen atcms the_xyz coordinates:: 
<-k-k·it) • ( oo=~) • (~o-k-) • (ia{) o ) 
This result makes the u..."rlkno1m a substi-tution solid solution. Ho-wever, 
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the formula. does not completely conforffi to this conclusion indicating 
an excess of zirconium atoms present. It lltas because of this des-
crepa.ncy that the specific gravity of the sample was deterrnined and 
cc:-!npa.red to the specific gravity calculated on tLe basis of x-ray data: 
The calculated value was found to be 0.36 gm/cm3 greater than the 
experimentally determined value. This difference is even more 
signifioant when it is considered that the sample used contained 3.64% 
metals as impurities. Upon these results is based the assumption 
that some lattice vacancies exist vrl1ich should have been occupied by 
either nitrogen or carbon ,,fere present in su£ficient quantity. 
The accurate determination of the lattice constant a 0 for this 
sample was found to be 4.60789 A.U. at 23°C i 0.5~ This cell 
constan·i; vras calculated by the method of least squares and the radia-
tion employed was oopper. 
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.APPENDIX 
CALCULATION OF CI-IEMIC.AL FORMULA 












Other l'lletals 1.69% 
Zr 26.2 ~~ uncombined % of 
total sample 
: 0.2872 p;In. atoms or uncombined Zr• 




0.0844 gm. atoms of oxygen; 0.0422 gm. ato:r.1s 
required for Zr02• 
0.011 gm. atoms of Hf. 
Thus o.Oll plus 0.0422 gm. atorns of Zr required for Zr02 and Zr&. 





0.314 gn. atoms of N :for Zr. 
= 
0.2 73 gm. a toms of c for zr. 






T abu1ating Gm Atoms Ratio 
Zr 0.904 3.31 x6 = 19.86 
}IT 0.314 1.15 x6 = 6.9 
c 0.273 1 x6 - 6 
-
Therefore, the approximate formula 
-
Zr20N7 cs 
This f'ornru.1a suggests the composition in a region o£ a three 
component system. and may be considered as either -
20 Zr - TIT - 6C 
or 
7 Zr - 7 ZrN - 6 ZrC on the above basis. 
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APPEIIDIX B 
GRAPHICAL }ifETHOD OF INDEXING USDJG THE RECIPROCAL LATTICE 
The graphical method affords a means of indexing a cubic pattern 
beyond any matter of doubt. This method is based on the application 
of tl:le reciprocal lattice constants. 
In figure 10 the cross section of the Debye-Bcherrer camera 
is shown indicating the path of the direct and ref'lec.Jced x-ray beam. 
The reflected beam 1.rlll be considered as the one r;i vin~~ rise to the 
(111) reflection. This figure indicates that: 
1) X 
2r sinQo and 
2 ) p x-- sin ~ 
ConsiderinG the inside "!."Jall of the camera as the sphere of rei"lection. 
the chord x represents the reciprocal lattice vector of the three 
dimensional reciprocal lattice. Thus p is the projection of x. 
From the quadra-tic form of Bragg's law • 
3) a2 = ~ 
4 
• a_l.. ,_z.. 
c;;. " where 2. 1\ 
Si~ 
and vvith equat;ion 1) and 2) above 
and since is constant for a particular cubic sample and radiation 
5) f = ~ ~h.2.. 
f'ror!l which the length of p resulting from other lines on the re:flaction 
circle is proportional to ~ h 2 vthich represents integers. 1. 2. 3. 
Thus all differences of the projection ~ of subsequent reciprocal 
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FIGURE 10 
PATH OF THE X-RAY BEA.Ivi IN A DEBYE-6CBERRER CAMERA 
0. i · X-IRAY 
~p-4 · .·_,, . 
\ . . , I 
\ ~ I \ ,,. , 
·, ,' , 
' , , 
'< ' , 
' "" 
·'........ _.,"" ....... ______ .., . 
c = the powder sample 
x : vector of the reciprocal lattice 
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FIGURE llL 
GRAPHIC t\L INDEXING OF THE LINES FROM ZIRCONIUM CYANONITRIDE 
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FIGURE 12 
. - --1 
,' 
~~l- _r __ --_  I -__ - _  L_L_r _ __.;I ~IL-"~· -------(] 
1- -- - s.- --
FIG. 41.-The usual 6lm-arran~ment in Debye-Scherrer cameraa and the types of film resulting 
from each. The dotted lines join corresponding points on the film rolled and flat. 
( .. ) Van Arkel arranscment. 
(&)Bradley arranpment. 
(c-) Ininl and Straumani•' uymmetric arranaement. 
(J) Arranpment of two 1ymmetrical films in BncUey 19-cm. diameter camera. 
(H. LanoN and A. J. C. WruoN, 7oanuJ of Scin~~~ Irutnnwflts, ta, •44> 1941 .) 
lat·!;ice vee tors of a cubic substance are equal including extinct 
lines and the :E. h 2 of Vfhich cannot be split into inte gers of 
squares. 
In f'igure 11 a reflection circle corresponding to the inside 
wall of e.. Debye-scherrer camera "With an assumed radius of 10 em for 
copper radiation is sho1V11. for -;:;he asymmetric powder film arrangement. 
An asyrrunetric film arrangement is show:n. in figure 12. Th.e difference 
of the projections P is sho,v:n to be t he smallest P min resulting 
from ':E.~ = 1. 
The det;ermined angles 29-, 1.•rhich resulted from measuring the 
lines on the film and are ta.bula -l;ed in Table IX, were intersected on 
the circle s-tar-ting wit;h point 0 as zero de[;rees, thus showin[~ the 
positions of ·c}le powder lines in a camera with a radius of 10 em. 
These angles (reciprocal lattice vectors) were projected onto 
the 20 em diameter and by trial s ta.rt~ing; at point 0 t :r-·1e diameter was 
divided into divisions, one division desi~nated as the f . , such 
..... mn 
that ~min or any inte gral multiplG of P coincided with each 
min 
p roJected angle on t h e diameter as shovm in fi~;ure 11. Each division 
was numbered starti:t1[; wi t n point 0, 1, 2, 3 and each co rrespo ~"lds to 
a1.1 (h2-l- k2 -+ 12) value for a particular line from whic h the Miller 
indices (23) were taken directly. 
----- - --- --------~------ ----·---··------ ~--
(23) Straurn.a.nis, ?-'I•E•, Grap~ li cal Indexing~ of Powder Patterns of 
Cubic Subst;arwes and t!.te Choice of Hadiation for ?recision 
l-/Jeasurement of Lattice Paraml:..) te1·s, A.me ric an J•.'ii. D.era.lor;ist, 
Vol. 37, P• 48-52, 1952. 
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APPENDIX C 
I :i:ITENS ITY C.Al.CULAT IOUS 
Intensity calculations provide a means of determining crystal 
str-...1cture and position of t 11.e atoms in t h e unit cell. These calcu-
lations involve a lengthy procedure but can be somewhat simplified 
by orgru1ization and extended graphical representation of data from 
tables wherever possible. 
The firs-t:; procedure '\"JaS to measure t h e lines appeari ng on the 
film, determining the Bragb angle from t h e geo1:1etry of the carnera 
and ind.4.xing the lines • using the graphical method, {23) the 
(23) S trauma:n.is, ·M.S., Graph ical Indexi:n.c of Po-v'Kler Po. ·~-ter::.1. s of 
Cubic Substances and the Choice of Radiat;ion f or Precision 
Measurement of La-'ctice Parameters, A.nerican Mineralogist, 
Vol. 37, P• 48-52, 1952. 
procedure to which vvas outlined in the body of this paper. From 
t h e i nclices t !:e space g roup -..vas determin ed to be the oh s. 
Usinc t he Drasc an[;l e t h e interplanar d istances were ca.lcu-
basic data :accessar ~ '· T h e c h cJacteristic temperature, density, 
a n d exp e r i raon tal te mpc: ra ·~--_1re f or t L:.e sample vrere determined, a...'1d 
·lJaiYLl.l a tc <l as n ecessn.r :r clata for t ho calculations. 
T h e f a c to rs n ecessar::/ :i. -.:1 ·t hese calculatio.n.s vnll be listed 
and e :xplaino cl i nd ividua lly wi tL a. co rrespondinc; su.rnple calculation 
for ·the (lll) line. 
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polarization of sample imerg;ent x-ra.ys. This factor may be 
calculated by formula 1+ cos 2 9- but vvas more readily determined 
si;29 cos· -~ 
by plotting the data ~iven in appropriate tables. (l 7 ) The plot of 
(17) International Tabellen zur T:3estirmnU11.g von Kris-tall strukturen, 
Borntrager, Berlin, Vol. II • P• 567, 1935. 
this data is shown on fi e;ure 13 vri th a projection of the angle Q. : 
17.031 to t h e curve g ivin['; a value of F1 = 20.75. 
F2, the }.'lul tiplici i.;y Factor takes into accoun t all possible 
diffrac-tions corresponding to a given apot or line . on a .film for a 
particular h.kl. Having determ:i11.ed t he space group to be oh5• F 2 
for the (111) line v.;as found to be ei ght. (l 7 ) 
-·-------- -~---------
(17) Interna t ional Tabellen, op. cit., Table 10, P• 508. 
F 3 , Deb:y-e-l ialler Ten perature Factor taken into account the 
vibrations of electrons i n t h e a toms and de pends on t he stability of 
t he bon 6. between a. -l:;mas. 
F' 3 = F 4 e - r:r 
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where F 4 =to ato mic s -t;ruct'..ll"e factor for a. 
sinc le a t on and s hovm here that a 
temperature correc-tion remains to 
be made before as accura·te value of 








F 3 and F 4 rna;:,: be re r; arcled as practi-
cally identical in crystal analysis 
at ordin .. "l.ry temperatures. 
B 
+ 
= nass of the atom = atomic weight x 
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::l?Jc ~~1/R£14 
Atf£~77N.r'tl/AIT ~ ~ VS. C#t9A'.t;t'Tet'/ST/C 
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1.6489 x lo-24 gm. 
h =Planck's constant = 6..647 x lo-27 errr-sGc 
C> 
k = Boltzmann's cons -tant = 1.3709 x lo-16 
erg-sec 
B • Character is tic tenpera. ture of the 
crys·l:ia.l. determined as sho1vn in 
figure 14 using melting point a.s an 
index of stability = 1100 
X= B 
T 
where T is the absolute temper-
ature 298°C. 
~ (x) = 0.4175 (17) 
International Ta.bellen. op. ci~_·• Table IV,p. 574. 
0.0617 X 1o-16 
tables various values of lo-8 X sin 9- for B • o .0617 x 1o-16 
the following table: A 
TABLE XII 
DED\'"'E-WALLER-TE?TPEHATUHE FACTOR (17) 
-r--
n 
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(17) International Tabe1len~ op. ~·~ Table III~ p. 574. 
From table IX~ in the body of the report, the value F 3 given as 
0.998 for (111) line vms deter-.mined by inte1·polat;ion using the esperi-
mental value of I = 0.19049 from table XII. zcr-
F 4# Atomic Structure Factor expresses the scattering produced by 
each atom in the unit cell. 
F 4 was plotted as a function of sin~ 
A. 
= 1 from tables (1 7 ) 
2d 
(17) International Ta.bellen~ ~· ~·~ Table I~ P• 571, 572. 
for zirconium, nitrogen, and carbon as sho"'vm in -figure 15. Values 
of F 4 for Zr • N, and C for t L.e (111) line were talcen direc ·tly from 
the intersec-tion of tJ~e line for the value of sin 9- : 0.1~)047. Tl:1ese 
)\ 
values are t L.e follmring F 4 -Zr 
31.3; F4-... : 1.35; F 4 
-I·J C 3.12,. 
F 5 ~ Absorption Factor considers the effects of x-ray absorption 
by the sample and depends rnainly on atomic vrei t:;ht of the elements 
presen-t; also on sample size a n d densi t :,r. A sample e_~i vinz rise to 
surJ'e,. ee x-ray diff rac l-;ion will r':.ive vroakor line i rrC;en si"bJ tLa....ll a 
sanp le vihi c h is ·\.:;ran s ;m.1:·en t i:;o x-rays. 
Fron tables (17) various per cent diffractions for various angles 
(17) International Tabellen, oD. ~it., P• 584, 585. 
v...ere determin ed from the co• 1 stunt,L4~. T ilis 11vas determine d in t h e 
follm.v:inr, manner h y t h e equation: 
~---~ 
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where d - densi t;).r of the crystal 
p = fraction contributed to a unit mass by the 
constituent whose mass absorption coefficient is 
from tables. (17) 
(17) International Tabellen, 2,£• cit., P• 577. 
The radius of the sample was taken as approxirnately 0.04 em and the 
observed density as 6. 7 gm/cm3 and thus for zireonium cyanoni tride with 
the for.mula zr 20 N7 c6 the result vms: 
.M .. 6. 7 [143 (91.5%) ... 8.51 (4.9'/,) t 5.5 (3.6;\)J 
)A - 881 
then 
.M R = (881) co.o4) = 35.2 
The values of F 5 corresponding to various angles 0~ 22--23·. 45~ 67k~ and 
90 degrees forJ.d\ = 35.2 ·were plotted a.s shown in figure 16. (17) 
{17) Inturna·tional Tabellen, op. cit., P• 858. 
From this curve F 5 for ~ = 17.031 der,ree -v.ras detennined to be 7.8. 
F 6 ~ Molecular Struc·ture yac~r Due to the fact that various 
planes 1vill be ei ·cher densely or sparsely popula.--'ce d , the diffracted 
x-ray beam will be more less i n. tense. This is related to the crystal 
system and the xyz posi ·cioE s cf t ':i e a ·toms in the unit cell anc.l t}J. e 
J'.,1iller index (hkl). 
The factor F 4 , explained pre-viously, 1-va.s cor~cerned with the 
amplitude of the x-ray wave coherently scattered by a single atom in 
terms of the scattering from a sinf.;le electron. The molecular 
st;ructure factor, F 6 is used to take all -the atoms in the unit cell 
of the crys -tal into 'Consideration. This structure factor is ex-
pressed mathematically by the relation 
F = ~ :r e 27Tni 
:J j 
where :r j is the atomic structure of the jth atom in the unit cell. 
}v ={=i and n is the order of the Bragg reflection (nh. nk, nl) 
from the planes (hkl) o:r a crystal having a unit cell in which the 
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atoms are located in the usual manner by coordinates x;y;z; expressed 
as :fractional part of the cell dirr..ensions a. b, and c. Tho derivation 
of the above aqua tion is rather involved requiring the addition o:r the 
a.rnpli tudes of the \vavelets scattered by each of the j a toms in the 
unit cell of coorclina·-t:;es x;y;z;. In adding these amplitudes, the 
phase differences of -!.:;he wavelets must be considered.. and moreover, the 
expression is partly imaginary. These imaginary parts cancel out :for 
any crystal having a center of s:ymrrretr-y ·which includes face centered 
cubic ones. (24) It is beyond the scope of this paper to go into the 
(24) Sproull, nay~Le T., X-rays in Practice, UcGraw-liill Book Company 
Inc., P• 357-358 , 1 946. 
vl9.ve mecna.nics and o ptics associate d l.i.ri th the derivation of this and 
other equa..!cions used in -c1w i:n-'censi t y calculo.tion. 
l 1 l l 1., lll The coor :..l ina t es choose r:. fo11 Zr are 000, 22-o, 2~2• 022 and 22"21 
oo-;'_- , ~\o, ~, Dr) for c or N. For atom l (.; = 1), X • o, y .. O,and z = ,~ Fc- ~ \., 
.) 
for atom 2 (j 2), ):-_ l . = 0; for a-\;om 8 Cj = 8), = - - y = X = y = 2 • z X -}..:! , ~~. 
o, and z = o. For the (111) reflec-tion, h = 1, k = 1, 1 = 1. and the 




F (111) • fzr G21l" i (0+0+0 )-te21f i Ci;#+O ~ e21T i C-ili +O+~-)+e21r i (Oi'} t } ~ 
fo fc orN ~2\l i ();-+~+~ ) e21t i (0+0+~) e2lT i (0+';,+0) e21Yi (i-W+O H 
F (111) 4 (fzr - f'Ccr N ) 
where fzr and fc or N:. F 4Zr and F4c er N respectively; F4corN:. ~(F-N +F'b) 
and the whole structure f actor ~or t h e (111) line is 
F (111) = 4 G. 4 - ~- (F 4- + F 4 ;? LJ. Zr -1\l C 'J 
where F 3 is the temperature fac-tor associated \rl th F 4 as shown 




- 2 (4135 t 3.12) J X Oo 998 " 110.0 
12.100, the comple te rno1 e cular structt.tre .factor. 
T h e fi na l c a l culated int ens ity b ec omes t }1e pro duct of all the f 8.ctors 
. -, , l (3) c o :-1 s l o.e rec ~ ne..I~ <e y , 
------ ---
(3) Bar r et.-'c. , Cha1·le s s., S tr1). c J,~_-_re of ~ . re {~[-:. ls, E . Y., I':~cG raw-Eill Book 
C o:nprvn~: Inc., l" • G41, 1 ~)43 . 
---- ---- --
I 
I = 20 .75 X 8 X 7 . 8 X 1 2100 
I - 15t> x 1 0 5, t.he fi11al c a lculate(! i n t e n s ity . CJ-llr 
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APPElTDIX D 
1-'0LISJ-:I:·iG PHOCEDURE F'01~ I . fET.JU,Lffi·!-(.AFi:.IC SPECi l·.-JEHS 
All samples used in preparine; the pho-tomi cror;raph s · shovm in this 
paper necessitated a special polishing technjque;it vias found that 
by the ordinary means a Great deal of relief po lishinr.; 1.'vas realized 
resulting in an uneven field. Due tio ·t;he fact that one grain 
orientation may polish much more readily than anoi.-;her situated on the 
same pla;ne it v.tas necessary to introduce some polishinc medium that 
was very much h arder ·th an either ·th e hardest or softest grain orien-
tation or constituents present., i.e • ., the polishing medium being such 
that it should abrade uniforml;{ because t h e hardness difference 
be ·tween ti·J e components must be negligible compared v-.rith t h e hardness 
dif:f"erence between the components and the polishing medium. The 
polishing medium for this purpose was choosen to be diamond dust. 
Specimens were moun-ted in Bakelite in the normal manner and 
ground dovr.n ·w 0000 emery paper. The specimens were polished. on a 
rotatinr; pad vri tl! onl:/ res·tricted r.1.ovement of specimen during rotation 
at medium hard pressure. A·oout 50 mg of diamond dust is rubbed into 
tjte 10" diameter (close kni-t; velvet) pad while dry. A commercial 
fluid• t-hou ~':ht to be of ca1nphor basis., '\'l."a.S used as a lubricant or a 
light parafin oil may l:a.ve bee11. substituted. To prevent loss of 
diamond dust ..!che rinr:. holdiDf, the pad Ol\ the wheel was projec+.ed about 
.1.tt above the surface of the pad. T l~.e ::;article size of diamond dust 4 
used rna~.r be variable. For slow wheel speeds, dust 3 microns in size 
'WB.s found to give favorable results. If shorter polishing time is 
desirable, using higher wheel speeds, diamond ciust of 1 micron i:n 
size was found to be suitable. In no cases vras i ·t ever necessary 
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to modify the polishinc~ technique beyond the procedure just mentioned. 
Eo1/lreVe r, it mir;ht be mentioned that using coarse particles size 3 
microns at high vi.n.eel speeds resulted in vvha ·c might be called a d.ra c; -
sing effect of the constituents sta~.di:ng out in relief. Under such 
conditions the coarse diamond dust apparei1tly failed to abrade 
uniformly. 
The main purpose of this microscopic examination of the specimen 
vms to e st;a.blish tJ:1.e presence of a second phase present in a very 
small amou:1 t as stronr;ly indicated by x-ray diffraction. L1oreover • 
besides the relief realized from different grain orientations it was 
necessary to overcome t h e hardness difference of the second phase if 
it were present, thus introducing a third hardness variable. The 
presence of a second phase if only present in small amounts (5-10%) 
is ver~r difficult determined unless the particles are flat .• 
Aru1. thus tl)e cl.imnond dust has been found to serve a two fold 
purpose as a pcl:!.shinc; :medium fo:r samples in .~.~his work because o.f 
i·:;s ver·y hif)1 hard::::-1ess. It; abraded the specimen surface uniforr::ly 
which resulted in obliva/Gion of La.rdness difference between different 
grain orie:.1tai.;ion within ·a. phase and hardness difference of a 
seccnd phase. 
APJ?E:t'IDIX E 
MOLEC111JA..t~ WEIG 1-T.T, DENSITY, AND ATOMS P}~){ UNIT CELL DETERiiiiNATIONS 
All determinations were made using the fundamental density-
equation, namely • 
:rvi 
p = v 
where the units of density are in gm/cm3. (16) 
(16) Hausmann, E., and Slack, E.P., Ph~;t sics, N.Y., D. Van N·ostrand 
Co • Inc • 11 p. 191, 1 94 6. 
From the unit cell dimension, the volume V in cm3 was calculated 
and with the observed density, the weir;l t of mat-ter in the unit 
cell 1.'11as conpu-ted. This is t h e wei ght of a unit cell containinr; 
one molecule. Since four molecules vrere assumed, the molecular 
wei r;ht is equal to a submultiple of t h e weight. This is the 
a p proximate molecular weight to which the closest molecular wei[ht 
b ~f ·Gh e formula c oulc. be represen teu. T h e resu lt \vas tl--:: e formula 
ZrN0 • 35 N0 • 3 rr;olecul~.r weic,ht, 99.72 con.taining 6.60 atoms, namely 
,.... 
OI Zr, 1.40 of nitrocen, and 1.2 atoms of carbon per unit 
Cfjll. T ·cw ex?,.c t; f o r nula used in t h e a ·bovc cal culations -was 
___ ,_r x P . (1o) 
E : n X 1.6604 X lo-24 
(10) Bunn, C .·N., Chemical Cryst9~llograp11y, London, Oxford Universi t:/ 
P re s s , p. 18 6, 1 94 6. 
where V = volume of the tmi t cell cm3 determined in the 
basis of the correc ·t, value of t h e A• U. 
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P = den sity, observed in grn/cm3 
1.66 x lo-24 = wei ght in g rams o f e. hy poth eJcical atom of 
atomic weight 1.0000 t h us placing t he 
:r::tolecular v:reight in -the basis of 0 = 16 
n = the n umb er of molecules in the uni -t cell 
and the approxirn.a. te molecul ~r weight was t h e foll ovving 
M 
(4.6124)3 X lo-24 X 6.7 
: 4 X 1.66 X 10~24 = 99.00 
For the filled u n it cell represented b ~/ the formula ZrN0 • 5c0 • 5 
the density vm.s calcula. te d to be 
p 4 X 104.22 X 1.66 
98.127 
The number of atoms in t he unit cell was comput~e d on t h e basis 
of the mean atomic ·wei g;ht of the aJcoms i n the followi ne; manr~er. 
The same general equation vvas employed except the mean atomic 
vte 5.f):.t of tl1e a tom, A, was consi<le red here i r.c stead of the molecular 
vre i :;ht . (3) Tho me fl.n ato:nic weir:h t v~-s cor.mutc d fro m the a.~comic 
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(3) Bn.r 1 ..ett , Charles s., S ·l:;rucJGure c f T.Tetal s, N. Y., J.1cGraw-Hill Book 
Co ., Inc., P• 205~ lD43 . 
percen t a !r:es , P l P2 a n d P3 i n t h e uni ·t cell a nd t 11e 8.tcn ic ·wei ght 
A1 , Az , a nd A3 vvi t h t he f o rr.n..1.la 
A = 
The atomic p ercentages vrere o11tai n e d f x·om t h e wei ght percenta t;es 
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• 100 
where the subscript, 1, 2, and 3, represent zr. n. a.nd c. respec-
tively. 





Pl • 60.65 
P2 • 21.20 
P3 = 18.15 









The ntunber of atoHlS in the tmi t cell are 
n • 
6.7 X (4.6124)3 X 10-24 : 
60.547 X 1.66 X 1Q-Z4 6.fJ4 atoms/unit cell 
APPENDD~ F 
FO R A CUB IC CH.YST.PJJ 
Precision lattice parameter measurements are based on t h e use of 
lines resulting from x-rays t hat have bee n diffracted through angles 
of ~ close to goO as t h e value of sinff in t h is re g ion changes very 
little 1rl t h rele. ti vely lar ge chances in t he ang le. As a c onsequence 
t.r~.e angle g need only be knm:v.n roughly for hi g;h precision i n t h e sin~ 
value. 
Random and s y stemic error are presex:t i n any calcula ·ti on. The 
random errors will averaGe out. T he sources of s y stematic error are: 
(a) Film s hr i nka.e;e 
(b) Error in the radius of t h e carn.era 
(c) Displacement of the sample fr om t :-le center 
(d) Ab sorp-\Ji on ( a min:Ln um close to g. = gooas s hovm b y 
fi f~ure 17) 
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(11) I t can l -' e s llovr.n. t i·1 ~~ t t :~le s y s t ematic errors give 
(11) Co hel~' • A· -~'~·~ Prec isio n L ac·t ico Cons to.~1 ..!c from X-ray Fovruer P ho to-
[ r a -r)hs• R.evie;·or of Sci e n-t i f ic I n s -Grume rlt s, Vol. 6 , PP• 68-74, 193 5 . 
v a l1J.e of sing. i n e rr o r b y t~ile arno:J.::~_ t D sin22~ , -,·.rhero D is c o:.1.s t ant f or 
is presen t is: 





A8SO/l81N6 ! A 
SPECIMEN ~· 





APPARENT DISPLACEJ·."EITT OF REFLECT!('NS OWING TO ABSORPTION 
75a. 
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Given four ref~.ections it is then possible to calculate both A
0 
and D. 
The distances between similar arcs were measured first; and subtracted 




- 90 s • 
-R-
where R = cam.era radius in em. 
which is the Bragg angle and cannot be less than 
600 for these accurate calculations. 
The Miller indices for these lines were determined by the ~raphica.l 
· method as discussed in Appendix B. The following equations were set up 
and solved for A0 and D· 
where o{ = (h 2.,. k2 .,. 12 ) 
~ :: 100 sin229 
As means of comparing the rno s ~~ accurate uncorrected value for this 
film, a. 0 v.t 23°C t o.soO i:ras calculated by the quadratic form. of Brag[. 1 s 
equation 
A{;l2 *' k2 + 12 
2 sin~ 
TL.e sin2Q ca.r1 be culculatecl. back fro:r:1 
. 2 = t (h 2 .,. k2 + 12 ) 
3l!1 ~ -~-~--=-----.....;...--
4 9. 2 
0 
The error in the :r:teasurome r~t of the arc, S, from t:1e original 
equation can be determined by cn1culatin['; bacl:: 1J.sinc; t:-'le ac>ove new 
' 
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